This paper describes an architecture for a set of database extensions to the existing high-level languages.
The cursor concept is more important than the above rather trivial example might suggest, however.
The most significant point about it is that once a cursor has'been set to point to a record, that record becomes locked (unless it was so already), and it remains locked at least until such time as the cdrsor is set to a new value. Thus in the foregoing example the second and third statements are guaranteed to refer to the same record, and this record is guaranteed not to have been altered by a concurrent program.
Neither of these guarantees could have been made if the entire record reference expression appeared (and was therefore re-evaluated) in each of the two accessing statements.
Space precludes detailed discussion of locking in this paper. In general, however, the locking features of the language are as proposed by Engles l13J.
Several other reasons for the provision of cursors will also be found in b3].
3.THE APPROACH TO COMMONALITY ---
As explained in section Fig. 4 if redundancy is to be avoided.
(We assume that all fan sets are "essential"; the handling of inessential fan sets is beyond the scope of this paper.) Figure  3 : relational schema for the education database
ENPLDYEE (fPb'#, FIAME) In the example the base setsare un-named (note that the names-COURSE, PREREQ etc. are the names of the constituent record-types, not of the base sets themselves), but in general record sets may be given a name if desired.
With the declarations as shown each of the six base sets is in fact a relation, and this is all that is required for the relational case. For a hierarchical or network strucfure additional entries will be required (to be explained below), and in the particular example under consideration UNIQUE would be specified for COURSE and EMPLOYEE only -the other four base sets would not be relations in this case. The meaning of UNIQUE is that each record in the base set has a unique value for the indicated field combination.
Any or all of the six base sets could be defined to have a value-controlled ordering: for example, we could specify ORDER(UP COURSE#) for courses (and such an entry would imply UNIQ~E(COURSE#) unless NONUNIQUE were specified in the ORDER entry).
For simplicity we have assumed default (system-defined) ordering in every case.
To impose a hierarchical or network structure on the database, the declaration must include a FANSET specification as well as the BASESET specification already shown. For the hierarchical structure of Fig. 4 this could be as follows.
FANSET (RECORD(PREREQ) UNDER(COURSE) ORDER(UP PRE#), REC~RD(OFFERING) UNDER(COURSE) ORDER(UP OFF#), REC~RD(TEACHER) UNDER(OFFERING) ORDER(UP EMP#), RECORD(STUDENT) UNDER(OFFERING) ORDER(UP EMP#))
The syntax here has been chosen to emphasize the fact that the important thing about a fan is the corresponding set of children, rather than the set of children plus the parent. children, For example, the scope of a DO-loop -see section 7 -is typically a set of not an entire fan. The four fan sets shown above is no reason are un-named, though there why they should not be given a name if desired. Within each fan of each fan set the child records are ordered as indicated.
Again each ORDER entry implies a corresponding UNIQUE entry.
For the network structure of Fig. 5 the FANSET entry could be as follows. Notice that here the fan sets have been named, although there is no reason why they should not remain un-named if no name is required.
The details of exactly when a name is required are somewhat complex and will not be discussed in this paper, An ordered record set is simply a set of records with a total ordering imposed on them. A relation is one example; a base set is another (base sets. are not relations). necessarily The set of children in a single fan is a third example. The set of all children in partially all fans of a given fan set is an example of a record set which is only ordered (note, however, that exactly the same collection of records may constitute another record set which does have a total ordering).
A given record may participate in any number of ordered record sets simultaneously (every record participates .in at least one such set, viz, the relevant base set). We may model this situation as follows. An ordered record set S may be thought of as a closed, directed loop. The loop has a unique point of discontinuity:called the zero position (PO), which may be thought of as both the beginning and-<the .end of the loop. At any given time the loop holds a set of n+l objects (n greater than or equal to zero), located at ntl discrete positions PO, PI, P2, . . . . Pn on the loop. These ntl positions are such that, with respect to the loop direction, PO precedes Pl;.Pl precedes P2, . . . . Pn precedes PO. The object at Pi (i in the range 1 to n) is the RID of the record which is ith in the ordering of the record set being modelled.
The object at PO is the "zero RID", i.e. a dummy record identifier which is considered as identifying a fictitious "zero record" (RO), distinct from all real records.
Note that RO appears ordered record set.
We shall refer to RO as in every the zeroth record of such a set, and use is specified the ordering of the set concerned (which z;;:zlecting a either by the operation or in the ADV option itself). A cursor that is given record has the RID of that record, to ether with a fla : the flag 1s set to show that the record is being prese ecte -F--T --39' as its , not se ected. The importance of the record set construct should be clear from the previous section. The language must allow the programmer to write expressions to denote record sets -not only pre-declared ones, such as the set of all EMPLOYEE record occurrences, but also dynamically generated ones, such as that subset of EMPLOYEE record occurrences where the jobname is 'PROGRAMMER' (for the sake of the example we suppose that EMPLOYEE records include a JOBNAME field).
Formally, we need to be able to write set-defining expressions such as:
Conceptually this may be thought of as follows: "out of the entire universe of objects X, select just those which satisfy the and the predicate says "we are interes~~i~'"e,~~~"~~~~~tsf~l~~~f~g $ wggg;;; records, and the JOBNAME field in these.records must have the value PROGRAMMER". X here is a "free variable". In the language we represent free variables by means of cursor-qualified record references -for example:
E->EMPLOYEE WHERE E->EMPLOYEE.JOBNAME='PROGRAMMER'
(the condition "X is an EMPLOYEE record" is implied E->EMPLOYEE WHERE E->EMPLOYEE.JOBNAME = F->EMPLOYEE.JOBNAME is a reference to the set of employees having the same jobname as the employee selected by cursor F. Cursor F here is performing its normal selection function; cursor E is a "free cursor"
and is being used as part of a free variable reference.
High-Level
Language Database Architecture The value of this expression for a given course is the corresponding set of teacher employee numbers. The expression "X EQSOME S" has the value true if the set S contains a member with value equal to that of X.
High-Level Language Database Architecture
Using the network schema: CTR=(COURSE.COURSE#,EMPLOYEE.NAME) WHERE EMPLOYEE EQSOME (PARENT(TEACHER wmm SAME(PARENT(PARENT(TEACHER,HASTEA),HASOFFER),COURSE), TEACHES));
Notice the use of PARENT with an aggregate argument (and hence acting as an aggregate reference).
Once again we may unambiguously simplify the expression following EQSOME, this time to:
Since EMPLOYEE also appears (with a different denotation) before the EQSOME, however, In conclusion we list some other features of the proposal which we do not have room to discuss in this paper.
. Locking n31.
. Error-handling and feedback (on-conditions).
. "Window sets" and associated CONNECT/DISCONNECT operations. A window set is a record set which is wholly contained.
within some underlying set; it acts as a window into the underlying set, through which some subset of the underlying records may be seen.
The records may be viewed in a different sequence through such a window. "Singular fan sets" are handled by this mechanism.
. Built-in functions such as COUNT and TOTAL PI.
. 
